
SUBMISSION FROM G.W. STEWART 
 
“Targets” are a political eye catcher and in this instance is, for me, impossible to 
answer whether they will be met by 2020, as you cannot give me where we are now 
and there are only under 8 years to go! 
 
In the most general terms I would say the “target” is impossible, knowing the speed 
of planning and erection of renewable projects. 
 
However, taking your questions roughly in order, we have to date renewables – 
Wind, Hydro, Solar, Marine, Biofuels. To replace conventional fossil power plants 
vast amounts of each, or all, are required. I believe a rough estimate is 7000 turbines 
for a fossil plant from wind and being intermittent it needs a base load of pumped 
hydro, which needs power itself to work! Solar to date is domestic all based on 
subsidy, as is wind. Marine has hardly started. Biofuels robs agricultural food 
production. 
 
Co2 is an essential trace element essential for plant growth and is impossible to 
measure on a per country basis and has been much greater worldwide many years 
ago. Water vapour is a much more important, so called greenhouse “gas”. 
 
Efficiencies one hopes yes. I have no idea of costs, but including grid system from 
remote „green‟ electricity they must be astronomic!  
 
Technology improvements are essential, but I am afraid the way forward is not 
unreliable renewables. The Isle of Eigg has all the renewables yet two years ago for 
2 weeks they had to revert to generators!  A microcosm of a potential Scotland? 
 
Supply from remote to towns will be a massive disturbance and cost and is not in 
place. Planning is too slow and needs Government guidelines. Already there are 
substantial clashes at a local level, with bribes, sorry benefits on offer. 
 
Funding these days is all based on debt and will increase bills. 
 
Skills in science, engineering need to be made more attractive at school level 
upwards. 
 
Subsidy is the driving force and not one turbine would be built without it. Any 
subsidised project in the long term fails. 
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